PROVISIONAL JUDGE EVALUATION

Name of Provisional Judge__________________________________________________

Date of Test___________ Test Giving Club & Location____________________________________

Name of Evaluating Judge______________________________ Mentor Status? Y N

PERFORMANCE OF PROVISIONAL JUDGE
Please evaluate the Provisional Judge’s performance in the following areas and elaborate with full explanation or comments.

1) Did the Provisional Judge demonstrate a thorough knowledge of the test rules and regulations? Please comment on how you were able to evaluate his/her knowledge.

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

In your opinion, would the Provisional Judge’s knowledge of the test rules and regulations stand alone if he/she were judging the next test with a Partner or Provisional level judge?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

2) Did the Provisional Judge demonstrate adequate knowledge of the appropriate equipment? Please explain fully how you arrived at your conclusion.

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Could this judge’s knowledge of equipment stand alone if he/she were judging the next test with a Partner or Provisional level judge?

________________________________________________________________________

3) Please comment on the Provisional Judge’s demonstration of knowledge and ability to establish a good rapport with the stewards and test committee:
4) Please comment on the Provisional Judge’s organizational skills. These should include ability to keep the test moving, meet starting times, etc.

Could this judge’s organizational skills stand alone if he/she were to judge the next test with a Partner or Provisional Judge?

5) Please comment on the Provisional Judge’s ability to make impartial decisions, make quick decisions when called for by the circumstances, and to solve problems as they arise.

Could this judge’s expertise in the above area stand alone if he/she were judging the next test with a Partner or Provisional judge?

6) Was this Provisional Judge able to maintain a positive atmosphere during the test with his/her positive and professional demeanor and pleasant manner?
7) Please provide additional comments that reflect the Provisional Judge’s observed strengths.

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

8) Please provide additional comments that reflect suggestions for improvement for this Provisional Judge.

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

9) How comfortable would you feel if you were entered in a test judged by this Provisional Judge and another Partner or Provisional level Judge?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Send this completed form to:

Denise Castonguay
26616 Ferguson Ave.
Maple Ridge, BC V2W 1R8
CANADA